Accessories for the New Polo.

Overseas model shown

VOLKSWAGEN
ACCESSORIES.
Every single Volkswagen Genuine Accessories
product is developed in parallel with the vehicle itself
and manufactured out of high-quality materials using
state-of-the-art production processes.

100%
VOLKSWAGEN.

Overseas model shown
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Sports & Design
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01 Tailgate protective strip
The protection strip in high-gloss chrome protects the tailgate edges and adds to
the appearance of the vehicle.

03 Loading sill protection plate
The loading sill protection in stainless steel provides instant, stylish protection for
an even more premium look to your vehicle.

Part. no. 2G0071360

Part. no. 2G0061195

03

03 Pedal Caps
Made from a high-quality brushed stainless steel finish with an anti-slip coating.
Adding a sporty and elegant appearance.
Part. no. 5G2064205 (For DSG)
Overseas model shown
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04 Door sill protection plate
The high-quality aluminium door sill plates with Polo lettering not only protect
the heavily used entrance area but adds a more premium look to your vehicle.
For front.
Part. no. 2G0071303A

Alloy Wheels

01

02

02 Bonneville, alloy wheel
17”, black gloss machined

03 Sebring alloy wheel
16”, grey metallic

Part. no. 2G0071497FZZ

Part. no. 2G0071496AZ49

04

01 Brescia, alloy wheel
18”, black gloss machined
Part. no. 2G0071498FZZ
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04 Merano, alloy wheel
16”, brilliant silver

05 Corvara, alloy wheel
15”, brilliant silver

Part. no. 2G00714968Z8

Part. no. 2G00714958Z8

07

Transport

Only 100% quality products are given the Volkswagen Genuine name.
Laboratory testing:
Corrosion test in saltwater spray systems, UV resistance, environmental
compatibility and many additional laboratory tests examine all the relevant
material properties. The climate chamber subjects the products to extreme
temperatures.
Endurance:
Whether short distances, high-speed or route profiles of varying difficulty
– durability under continuous load conditions is tested. The special road
endurance test is carried out with a distance of 20,000 km using the
maximum permissible load and a variety of different testing profiles.
Test track:
Test drives with maximum acceleration both forwards and to the sides,
for instance by weaving around obstacles, emergency braking or over
cobblestones subject the accessories to extremely hard tests over and
over again.
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01 Roof Bars
The genuine roof bars provide the base for all roof attachments
and are aerodynamically designed to suit the Polo.
Part no. 2G0071126

02

02 Surfboard holder
Bringing your surfboard safely to its destination: The rubber-coated
surfboard carrier and a special rubber protector for the metal clamps
on the tensioning straps provide extra protection during transport.
Part. no. 000071120HA

04

04 Kayak holder
No bouncing, no slipping: developed specially for kayaks up to 25 kg
in weight, the holder adapts itself perfectly to the shape of the kayak.
Four moveable rubber supports secure the kayak during transport.
Strong tension belts ensure that the kayak is well fastened.
Part no. 1K0071127A

05

05 Comfort ski and snowboard holder
When it comes to top of the mountain, there’s nothing better on top.
You can take up to six pairs of skis or up to four snowboards
on the roof of your vehicle, comfortably and safely. The lockable ski
and snowboard holder can quickly be mounted on the roof bars and
is easy to operate.
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06 Bicycle holder
The aerodynamic bicycle holder has a quick-fastening system that
makes it easy to fit and can be locked for piece of mind.

07

07 Bicycle carrier, fork mounted
Part. no. 7M0071128D

Part. no. 000071128F

Overseas models are shown for illustrative purposes only. Please note that the above accessories may have an effect on fuel efficiency. Items such as sports equipment and are for illustration purposes only and are not available for purchase from Volkswagen Group Australia or its dealers.
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01 Premium Roof box
01

The aerodynamic roof box provides an impressive combination of minimal driving noise
together with simple and quick installation using a quick-action clamping mechanism.
The box is fixed to the carrier through pumping movements of the quick-action clamping
mechanism. Further highlights: comfortable and easy opening from both sides thanks to the
innovative “DuoLift system” and the pneumatic springs integrated at the front and rear as
well as optimal anti-theft protection through a 3-point central locking system. The roof box
manufactured using DUROKAM® thermoplastic is UV-resistant, light, dimensionally stable,
impact-resistant and durable. Max. load capacity: 75 kg. Colour: Gloss Black.
Part. no. 000071200AD 340 Litre, 190cm Length Gloss black finish
Part. no. 000071200AE 460 Litre, 230cm Length Gloss black metallic finish

02

03

03 Urban Loader roof box

02 Standard Roof box
The roof box with a volume of approx. 340 litres has an optimised
aerodynamic design that minimises unpleasant driving noises
as far as possible. The roof box has been adapted to the modern
design line of the new Volkswagen models. It opens from one
side and is equipped with a 2-lock system.
Part. no. 000071200
Overseas model shown

The new and innovative Urban Loader roof box with an
expandable loading volume provides additional cargo space and
is perfectly suited for transporting shopping, bags, suitcases,
pushchairs and sporting equipment along with many other
everyday necessities. The loading volume of the roof box can be
quickly and easily increased from 300 litres to 500 litres when
needed. The zipper allows it to be opened on both sides for
loading and unloading.
Max. load capacity: 50kg.
Part. no. 000071200AF
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Comfort and Protection
02

03

01 Luggage compartment tray
A perfect fit: Durable luggage compartment tray with Polo lettering easily keeps your luggage compartment clean. With
circumferential edging, approximately 4 cm high.
Part. no. 2G0061161

02 Premium textile floor mats

03 Luggage compartment loadliner

The premium mats with the Polo insignia are securely anchored to the floor by attaching them to the provided mounting points.

The high-cut luggage compartment loadliner with Polo lettering is hard-wearing,
acid-resistant and suitable for anything which tends to make a mess during
transport, such as dirty shoes or plants. The loadliner protects the luggage
compartment against all kinds of dirt and is easy to clean due to its smooth plastic
surface and wide ribs.

2G2061270WGK (front and rear)

Part. no. 2G0061162
Overseas model shown
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01

Note
The specially designed structure of the sun
blind provides protection from the sun‘s rays
and effective thermal insulation.
04

02

03

04 Sun blind
The Volkswagen Genuine sun blind can be used as optimal sun protection, as well as for thermal insulation. One
set for the rear window, rear door windows and luggage compartment side windows.
Part. no. 2G0064365

01 Slimline weathershields, front
Enjoy the circulating fresh air, even when it is raining or snowing, or avoid the unpleasant build-up of heat
on hot days by opening the windows slightly.
Part. no. 2G0072193 		

For front

02 Mud flaps
Protect your own vehicle and the one behind from flying dirt, dangerous stone impacts and spray water with
these durable mud flaps. 1 set = 2 pieces. note: Not for R-line

03 Door sill protector film Black/Silver
A detail which both looks good and is functional to protect the heavily used door sills in the front and rear
entrance areas against scratches and damage.
1 set = 4 pieces.
Part. no. 2G4071310BXF

Overseas model shown
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05 Rubber floor mats
Keeping the footwell clean all year
round: The perfectly fitting and
durable floor mat set with Polo
lettering on the front mats are
attached to the vehicle floor using
the integrated fastening system to
prevent slipping. Colour: Black.
Part. no. 2G206150282V
For front, 1 set = 2 pieces
Part. no. 2G006151282V
For rear, 1 set = 2 pieces
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Volkswagen Travel and Comfort System
The Volkswagen innovative Travel and Comfort system has a basic module that is simply fixed between
the front seat headrest mountings and can be used with various attachments which brings comfort and
convenience to any journey.
01 Tablet holders Please contact your local Volkswagen dealer for compatible devices
02 Folding tray with cup holder
03 Bag hook
04 Coat hanger

Overseas model shown
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Volkswagen Lifestyle Collection
When your love for Volkswagen extends far beyond the driver’s seat, the lifestyle collection lets you
express the innovative and unique aspects of the Volkswagen brand.
For the full range, please visit www.volkswagen.com.au/en/owners/volkswagen-lifestyle.html

01

01 Volkswagen umbrella
Automatic walking stick umbrella with a dark blue cover
and Volkswagen lettering
Part. no. 000087600F530

02

02. Volkswagen (Wolfsburg) bag
Spacious college-style bag with the historic Wolfsburg trademark.
Part.no. 000087304HDM

03 Volkswagen Classic “T1/Beetle Garage” mug
White porcelain mug made by Seltmann Weiden with a motif featuring a Beetle
and a T1, alongside the historic Volkswagen lettering.
Part.no. 000069601AN

04 Volkswagen folding box
In just a few easy steps, a large sturdy box can be folded away.
Part.no. 5TD061104530

06 Volkswagen Key tag

07

Volkswagen key tag, metal logo on
round black leather.
Part. no. 000087010BEZMD

05 Volkswagen Key USB 16GB
07 Volkswagen espresso cup set

06

Espresso cups set from the porcelain
manufacturer Seltmann in Weiden, with
the Volkswagen model lettering printed
on the cups as well as the saucers.
Part. no. 5TD069608

USB stick with 16 GB storage capacity. The stick is shaped like a Volkswagen key
and comes in a gift box
Part.no. 000087620J041
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Important information
Volkswagen is distributed by Volkswagen Group Australia Pty Ltd, 24 Muir Road Chullora, NSW 2190. ABN 14
093 117 876. Specifications are as planned at March 2018, for Model Year 2018 and are subject to change
without notice or obligation. All information in this brochure is correct at the time of publication, however
variations may occur from time to time and Volkswagen, in so far as it is permitted by law to do so, shall not
be liable in any way as a result of any reliance by any person on anything contained in this brochure. In some
cases pictures of overseas models may be shown as a guide. Authorised Volkswagen dealers will provide
up-to-date information on model application,design feature, prices and availability on request. All colours are
a general guide only, as the printing process cannot reproduce the actual exterior colour appearance. See your
dealer to confirm colours and availability.

